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at home foods were being canned for the winter. At school the
older pupils were assisting in canning for the cafeteria, and the
pupils of the seventh grade asked if they could help. It was ar-
ranged that they should go in small groups to the kitchen. There
they helped prepare and place in jars the fruits and vegetables
which were later processed. Miss Allen, the homemaking teacher,
helped them cook, seal, and label the jars, store them, and care
for the equipment they had used. Miss May and Miss Allen
then helped the children plan for several days' canning for them-
selves so that they might carry through the complete process. The
teachers went to the store with the purchasing committee to buy
the foods, and some children brought garden products from home.
Class secretaries kept the market orders and records and Miss May
helped the children record the recipes they used and figure costs
of the final products. Ways of preserving foods other than by
canning were studied under Miss Allen's guidance, including the
underlying principles of food preservation.
Discussion of how to retain the food values during the processes
of cooking led to reading about what foods do for us, and about
the values in the different foods. The question of how much one
should eat led to a consideration of what constitutes a suitable
day's diet for children eleven to thirteen. Sample menus were
set up to show how to divide the day's food allotment among the
different meals.
The class decided it would like to prepare some of these menus,
and a class meeting was held in the homemaking room to plan
details with Miss Allen. Each "family" of four then planned,
prepared, and served a lunch, trying to see which family could
have the best lunch for the least cost.
Standards were set up before the work was begun. They in-
cluded the quality and appearance of each dish in the menu, effect
and nutritive value of the menu, appearance of the table, manage-
ment of the entire experience, table courtesies and conversation,
and dean-up.
The mothers assisted in the classroom, accompanied groups to
iWife^ to a daily and to the county and state fair, and helped
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